EAST CAMPUS ROUNDS

MORNING

FENN HALL (STILWELL)-104
RECREATION CENTER-132

CHILD DEVELOPMENT-goes to VP Finance

EDUCATION-JH 120

ADMIN BUILDING-AC 110 (ALSO PRES, PROV & LEGAL – 3RD FLR/ VP FIN 2ND FLR)

PARKER HAN BUILDING-PH 113

DORMS-2450 EUCLID AVE. INSIDE DOOR @ DESK

COLE CENTER-103

NOON

ADMIN BUILDING (SEE ABOVE)

PARKER HAN BUILDING (SEE ABOVE)

1:00PM

HEALTH SCIENCES-101

PHYS ED-337

PARKING-EB 161

ADMIN BUILDING (SEE ABOVE)

PARKER HAN BUILDING (SEE ABOVE)

LATE CALL-INS
WEST CAMPUS (18TH STREET) ROUNDS

MORNING

CIMP BUILDING-108B
UNION BUILDING-441
URBAN BUILDING-105
BUSINESS BUILDING-205
LAW BUILDING-134

LAW LIB BUILDING-2nd FLR NEAR 214 (DROP OFF TO JOHN ON 1ST FLR)

WOLSTEIN (CONVO) BUILDING-200 (REAR)

1:00PM

CIMP BUILDING-108B
UNION BUILDING-441
URBAN BUILDING-105
BUSINESS BUILDING-205
LAW BUILDING-134
LAW LIB BUILDING

WOLSTEIN (CONVO) BUILDING-200 (REAR)

POLICE BUILDING-101
ART/DRAMA BUILDING-203 (CIRCULAR TABLE IN LOBBY)
THEATRE ART BUILDING (WHEN OPEN)-1ST FLOOR

LATE CALL-INS
CENTRAL CAMPUS (RT) ROUNDS

MORNING
MUSIC/COMM BUILDING-334/233
STUDENT CENTER BUILDING-106
RHODES TOWER BUILDING-G MAILROOM (NEAR DOCK)
MAIN CLASSROOM BUILDING-116
CHESTER BUILDING-107
SCIENCE RESEARCH BUILDING-353
PLANT SERVICES BUILDING- 2ND FLOOR (BEHIND FAST DESK)

NOON
UNION BUILDING-441
RHODES TOWER BUILDING (SEE ABOVE)

1:00PM
MUSIC/COMM BUILDING-334/233
RHODES TOWER BUILDING (SEE ABOVE)
MAIN CLASSROOM BUILDING-116
PLANT SERVICES BUILDING (SEE ABOVE)

2:30PM
MAIN CLASSROOM (TREASURY SERVICES)-115

LATE CALL-INS